
Wedding flower price guide  

Bridal Bouquets
Hand - tied Posy from £75 to £150

Trailing designs from £120 to £200

Individual Bespoke  POA

 

Bridesmaids Bouquets
Hand - tied posy from £45 to £80

Trailing from £60 to £100

Wrist corsage from £20 to £35

Wands flower girls from £15 to £25 

Buttonholes &
Corsages
Grooms special  from £7 to £11

Simple buttonholes from £5 to £7

Ladies buttonhole from £7 to £9

Corsages from £12.50 to £17.00

Wrist corsages from £20 to £30
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Church Flowers
Window designs from £65 to £100

Pedistals  £120 to £200

Pew ends from £15 to £35

 

Ceremony & Reception
Venue 

Top table / ceremony table from £80
to £200

Staircase decorations from £180  

Mantle pieces decorations from £50
to £150

Side tables from £50
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Table designs
Top table long & low from £80 to
£200

Simple table designs from £25 to £45

Med designs from £50 to £75

Large from £80 to £120

High / Tall arrangements  

Candelabra flowers from £150

Cake Flowers
Cascading garlands of Blooms  from 
£60

Tiered clusters of flowers from £15
per tier

Top tier arrangements from £20

Thank you flowers
Bouquets from £30 

Arrangements in hat boxes from
£40
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Wedding Florals & Our Minimum Spend
At Blooms by Julie our minimum spend on
wedding and event florals is set at £500. 
 This figure is subject to yearly changes. 

Why do we have a minimum spend?

I always use A1 high quality and value
flowers, ( I work with high standards) and
the designs I create here at Blooms by Julie
include large quantities of flowers and
foliage, giving a wonderfully textural and
interesting look and feel, full of
harmonising colours, with  elegant and
romantic blooms. Such as Garden Roses,
Roses, Hydrangeas, Peonies, Ranuculus
Delphiniums etc. 

Many of the inspirational mood boards
(often inspired by Pinterest) bought to me
by my clients are more expensive to create.

As a studio based floral designer, flowers are
purchased in wholesale numbers (large
quantities) for the purpose of your wedding
or event, and I have no shop front to sell on
the excess flowers to passing customers. I
also have to allow a certain percentage of
blooms as wastage, incase some of the
blooms delicate petals are marked or
damaged. ( Nature sometimes brings with it
blemishes ) 

I DO NOT WORK WITH ARTIFICAL
BLOOMS

 

 


